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Abstract. A critical step in automatic fingerprint recognition is the accurate seg-
mentation of fingerprint images. The objective of fingerprint segmentation is to
decide which part of the images belongs to the foreground containing features
for recognition and identification, and which part to the background with the
noisy area around the boundary of the image. Unsupervised algorithms extract
blockwise features. Supervised method usually first extracts point features like
coherence, average gray level, variance and Gabor response, then a Fisher linear
classifier is chosen for classification. This method provides accurate results, but
its computational complexity is higher than most of unsupervised methods. This
paper proposes using Harris corner point features to discriminate foreground and
background. Shifting a window in any direction around the corner should give a
large change in intensity. We observed that the strength of Harris point in the fore-
ground area is much higher than that of Harris point in background area. The un-
derlying mechanism for this segmentation method is that boundary ridge endings
are inherently stronger Harris corner points. Some Harris points in noisy blobs
might have higher strength, but it can be filtered as outliers using corresponding
Gabor response. The experimental results proved the efficiency and accuracy of
new method are markedly higher than those of previously described methods.

1 Introduction

The accurate segmentation of fingerprint images is key component to achieve high per-
formance in automatic fingerprint recognition systems. If more background areas are
included into segmented fingerprint of interest, more false features are possibly intro-
duced into detected feature set; If some parts of foreground are excluded, useful feature
points may be missed. There are two types of fingerprint segmentation algorithms: un-
supervised and supervised. Unsupervised algorithms extract blockwise features such as
local histogram of ridge orientation [1,2], gray-level variance, magnitude of the gradi-
ent in each image block [3], Gabor feature [4,5]. Practically, the presence of noise, low
contrast area, and inconsistent contact of a fingertip with the sensor may result in loss
of minutiae or more spurious minutiae. Supervised method usually first extracts several
features like coherence, average gray level, variance and Gabor response [5,6,7], then
a simple linear classifier is chosen for classification. This method provides accurate
results, but its computational complexity is higher than most unsupervised methods.

Segmentation in low quality images faces several challenging technical problems.
First problem is the presence of noise caused by dust and grease on the surface of live-
scan fingerprint scanners. Second problem is ghost images of fingerprints remaining
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from the previous image acquisition [7]. Third problem is low contrast fingerprint ridges
generated through inconsistent contact press or dry/wet finger surface. Fourth problem
is indistinct boundary if the features in the fixed size of window are used. Final problem
is segmentation features being sensitive to the quality of image.

This paper proposes using Harris corner point features [8,9] to discriminate fore-
ground and background. The Harris corner detector was developed originally as fea-
tures for motion tracking, it can reduce significantly amount of computation compared
to tracking every pixel. It is translation and rotation invariant but not scale invariant. We
found that the strength of a Harris point in the foreground area is much higher than that
of a Harris point in the background area. Some Harris points in noisy blobs might have
higher strength, but it can be filtered as outliers using corresponding Gabor response.
The experimental results proved the efficiency and accuracy of new method are much
better than those of previously described methods. Furthermore, this segmentation al-
gorithm can detect accurate boundary of fingerprint ridge regions, which is very useful
in removing spurious boundary minutiae, and most current segmentation methods can
not provide consistent boundary minutiae filtering.

2 Features for Fingerprint Segmentation

Feature selection is the first step for designing fingerprint segmentation algorithm.
There are two general types of features used for fingerprint segmentation, i.e., block
features and pointwise features. In [5,10] selected point features include local mean,
local variance or standard deviation, and Gabor response of the fingerprint image. Lo-
cal mean is calculated as Mean =

∑
w I , local variance is calculated as V ar =∑

w(I −Mean)2, w is window size centered the processed pixel. The Gabor response
is the smoothed sum of Gabor energies for eight Gabor filter responses. Usually the
Gabor response is higher in the foreground region than that in the background region.
The coherence feature indicates how strong the local window gradients centered the
processed point in the same dominant orientation. Usually the coherence will be much
higher in the foreground than in the background, but it may be influenced significantly
by boundary signal and noisy signal. Therefore, single coherence feature is not suffi-
cient for robust segmentation. Systematic combination of those features is necessary.

Coh =
|∑w(Gs,x, Gs,y)|
|∑w(Gs,x, Gs,y)| =

√
(Gxx − Gyy)2 + 4G2

xy

Gxx + Gyy
(1)

Because pointwise-based segmentation method is time consuming, blockwise fea-
tures are usually used in the commercial automatic fingerprint recognition systems.
Block mean, block standard deviation, block gradient histogram [1,2], block average
magnitude of the gradient [11] are most common block features for fingerprint seg-
mentation. In [12] gray-level pixel intensity-derived feature called block clusters de-
gree(CluD) is introduced. CluD measures how well the ridge pixels are clustering.

E(x, y) = log
{∫

r

∫

θ

|F (r, θ)|2
}

(2)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 1. (a) and (b) are two original images, (c) and (d) are FFT energy maps for images (a) and
(b), (e) and (f) are Gabor energy maps for images (a) and (b), respectively

Texture features, such as Fourier spectrum energy [6], Gabor features [4,13] and
Gaussian-Hermite Moments [14], have been applied to fingerprint segmentation. Ridges
and valleys in a fingerprint image are generally observed to possess a sinusoidal-shaped
plane wave with a well-defined frequency and orientation [15], and non-ridge regions
does not hold this surface wave model. In the areas of background and noisy regions, it
is assumed that there is very little structure and hence very little energy content in the
Fourier spectrum. Each value of energy image E(x,y) indicates the energy content of the
corresponding block. The fingerprint region may be differentiated from the background
by thresholding the energy image. The logarithm values of the energy is used to convert
the large dynamic range to a linear scale(Equation 2). The region mask is obtained by
thresholding E(x, y). However, uncleaned trace finger ridges and straight stripes are
unfortunately included into regions of interest (Figure 1(c)).
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Gabor filter-based segmentation algorithm is now most often used method [4,13]. An
even symmetric Gabor filter has the following spatial form:

g(x, y, θ, f, σx, σy) = exp{−1
2
[
x2

θ

σ2
x

+
y2

θ

σ2
y

]}cos(2πfxθ) (3)

For each block of size W × W centered at (x,y), 8 directional Gabor features are com-
puted for each block, the standard deviation of 8 Gabor features is utilized for seg-
mentation. The formula for calculating the magnitude of Gabor feature is defined as,

G(X, Y, θ, f, σx, σy) =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(w/2)−1∑

x0=−w/2

(w/2)−1∑

y0=−w/2

I(X + x0, Y + y0)g(x0, y0, θ, f, σx, σy)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(4)
However, fingerprint images with low contrast or false traces ridges or noisy complex

background can not be segmented correctly by Gabor filter-based method (Figure 1(e)).
In [14], similarity is found between Hermite moments and Gabor filter. Gaussian-

Hermite Moments has been successfully used to segment fingerprint images in [14].
Orthogonal moments use orthogonal polynomials as transform kernels and produce
minimal information redundancy, Gaussian Hermite moments(GHM) can represent lo-
cal texture feature without minimal noise effect.

3 Harris Corner Points

3.1 Review of Harris-Corner-Points

We propose using Harris corner point features [8,9] to discriminate foreground and
background. The Harris corner detector was developed originally as features for motion
tracking, it can reduce significantly amount of computation compared to tracking every
pixel. Shifting a window in any direction around the corner should give a large change
in intensity. Corner points provide repeatable points for matching, so some efficient
methods have been designed [8,9]. Gradient is ill defined at a corner, so edge detectors
perform poorly at corners. However, in the region around a corner, gradient has two
or more different values. The corner point can be easily recognized by looking a small
window. Shifting a window around a corner point in any direction should give a large
change in gray-level intensity,

Given a point I(x,y), and a shift(Δx, Δy), the auto-correlation function E is defined
as:

E(x, y) =
∑

w(x,y)

[I(xi, yi) − I(xi + Δx, yi + Δy)]2 (5)

where w(x,y)is window function centered on image point(x,y). For a small shifts
[Δx,Δy], the shifted image is approximated by a Taylor expansion truncated to the
first order terms,

I(xi + Δx, yi + Δy) ≈ I(xi, yi) + [Ix(xi, yi)Iy(xi, yi)]
[

Δx
Δy

]

(6)
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where Ix(xi, yi) and Iy(xi, yi) denote the partial derivatives in x and y, respectively.
Substituting approximation Equation 6 into Equation 5 yields,

E(x, y) =
∑

w(x,y)[I(xi, yi) − I(xi + Δx, yi + Δy)]2

=
∑

w(x,y)

(

I(xi, yi) − I(xi, yi) − [Ix(xi, yi)Iy(xi, yi)]
[

Δx
Δy

])2

=
∑

w(x,y)

(

−[Ix(xi, yi)Iy(xi, yi)]
[
Δx
Δy

])2

=
∑

w(x,y)

(

[Ix(xi, yi)Iy(xi, yi)]
[

Δx
Δy

])2

= [Δx, Δy]
[ ∑

w(Ix(xi, yi))2
∑

w Ix(xi, yi)Iy(xi, yi)∑
w Ix(xi, yi)Iy(xi, yi)

∑
w(Iy(xi, yi))2

] [
Δx
Δy

]

= [Δx, Δy]M(x, y)
[

Δx
Δy

]

(7)

That is,

E(Δx, Δy) = [Δx, Δy]M(x, y)
[

Δa
Δy

]

(8)

where M(x,y) is a 2×2 matrix computed from image derivatives, called auto-correlation
matrix which captures the intensity structure of the local neighborhood.

M =
∑

x,y

w(x, y)
[

(Ix(xi, yi))2 Ix(xi, yi)Iy(xi, yi)
Ix(xi, yi)Iy(xi, yi) (Iy(xi, yi))2

]

(9)

3.2 Strength of Harris-Corner Points of a Fingerprint Image

In order to detect interest points, the original measure of corner response in [8] is :

R =
det(M)

Trace(M)
=

λ1λ2

λ1 + λ2
(10)

The auto-correlation matrix (M) captures the structure of the local neighborhood. Based
on eigenvalues(λ1, λ2) of M, interest points are located where there are two strong eigen
values and the corner strength is a local maximum in a 3×3 neighborhood. To avoid the
explicit eigenvalue decomposition of M, Trace(M) is calculated as I2

x + I2
y , Det(m)

is calculated as I2
xI2

y − (IxIy)2, and

R = Det(m) − k × Trace(M)2 (11)

To segment the fingerprint area (foreground) from the background, the following
“corner strength” measure is used, because there is one undecided parameter k in equa-
tion(11).

R =
I2
xI2

y − I2
xy

I2
x + I2

y

(12)
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3.3 Harris-Corner-Points Based Fingerprint Image Segmentation

We found that the strength of a Harris point in the fingerprint area is much higher than that
of a Harris point in background area, because boundary ridge endings inherently possess
higher corner strength. Most high quality fingerprint images can be easily segmented by
choosing appropriate threshold value. In Figure 2, a corner strength of 300 is selected to
distinguish corner points in the foreground from those in the background. Convex hull
algorithm is used to connect harris corner points located in the foreground boundary.

corners detected corners detected corners detected corners detected

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 2. A fingerprint with harris corner strength of (b)10, (c)60, (d)200, and (e)300. This finger-
print can be successfully segmented using corner response threshold of 300.

corners detected corners detected corners detected corners detected

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. A fingerprint with harris corner strength of (a)100, (b)500, (c)1000, (d) 1500 and (e)3000.
Some noisy corner points can not be filtered completely even using corner response threshold of
3000.

It appears relatively easy for us to segment fingerprint images for following image
enhancement, feature detection and matching. However, two technical problems need
to be solved. First, different “corner strength” thresholds are necessary to achieve good
segmentation results for different qualities images based on image characteristical anal-
ysis. Second, Some Harris points in noisy blobs might have higher strength, it can not
be segmented by choosing simply one threshold. When single threshold is applied to
all the fingerprint images in one whole database, not all the corner points in the back-
ground in a fingerprint image are removed, some corner points in noisy regions can not
be thresholded even using high threshold value (Figure 3). In order to deal with such
situations, we implemented a heuristic selection algorithm using corresponding Gabor
response (Figure 4).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Segmentation result and final feature detection result for the image shown in the
Figure 1(a). (a) Segmented fingerprint marked with boundary line, (b) final detected minutiae.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed methodology is tested on FVC2002 DB1 and DB4, each database consists
of 800 fingerprint images (100 distinct fingers, 8 impressions each). Image size is 374×
388 and the resolution is 500dpi. To evaluate the methodology of adapting a gaussian
kernel to the local ridge curvature of a fingerprint image, we modified Gabor-based
fingerprint enhancement algorithm [15,16] with two kernel sizes: the smaller one in
high-curvature regions and the larger one in pseudo-parallel ridge regions, minutiae are
detected using chaincode-based contour tracing [17], the fingerprint matcher developed
by Jea et al. [18] is used for performance evaluation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Boundary spurious minutiae filtering. (a) and (b) incomplete filtering using NIST method,
(c) and (d) proposed boundary filtering.
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Fig. 6. ROC curves for (a) FVC2002 DB1 and (b) FVC2002 DB4

Our methodology has been tested on low quality images from FVC2002. To vali-
date the efficiency of proposed segmentation method, current widely-used Gabor filter-
based segmentation algorithm [4,13] and NIST segmentation [19] are utilized for
comparison.

The proposed segmentation method have a remarkable advantage over current meth-
ods in terms of boundary spurious minutiae filtering. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show unsuc-
cessful boundary minutiae filtering using NIST method [19], which is implemented by
removing spurious minutiae pointing to invalid block and removing spurious minutiae
near invalid blocks, and invalid blocks are defined as blocks with no detectable ridge
flow. However, boundary blocks are more complicated, so the method in [19] fails
to remove most boundary minutiae. In Figure 5 (c) and (d) show the filtering results
of proposed method. In comparison of Figure 5(a) against (c) and (b) and (d), 30 and
17 boundary minutiae are filtered, respectively. Performance evaluations for FVC2002
DB1 and DB4 are shown in Figure 6. For DB1, ERR for false boundary minutiae filter-
ing using proposed segmented mask is 0.0106 and EER for NIST boundary Filtering is
0.0125. For DB4, ERR for false boundary minutiae filtering using proposed segmented
mask is 0.0453 and EER for NIST boundary Filtering is 0.0720.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a robust interest point based fingerprint segmentation is proposed for
fingerprints of varied image qualities. The experimental results compared with those
of previous methods validate that our algorithm has better performance even for low
quality images, in terms of including less background and excluding less foreground. In
addition, this robust segmentation algorithm is capable of filtering efficiently spurious
boundary minutiae.
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